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W
elcome to Albuquerque, or as some of us locals

call it, “Burque.” Look up that slang abbreviation

on urbandictionary.com and you’ll get a sample

sentence, which may just be the most “Burque” collection

of words ever assembled: “The Frontier Restaurant is

classic Burque: old people on Sundays, pop-punk teens at

11pm after their concert, cholos at any time of day, and

when all the bar-going individuals somehow find their

way up from Downtown when the bars close.” 

That’s our city in a nutshell: traditional Southwestern

charm covered in a dusty layer of modern-day irreverence.

Sitting at the intersection of I-25 (north-south) and 1-40

(east-west), Albuquerque has long been a stopping point

for travelers. Since the 1500s, this ever-growing collection

of pueblos on the Rio Grande has served as a home to

Native Americans, Spanish missionaries, tuberculosis

patients, artists, hippies, nuclear scientists, computer

programmers, Air Force pilots and—yes—even Walter

White, the high-school-teacher-turned-drug-kingpin from

TV’s “Breaking Bad.” 

For the last 26 years, the alternative newspaper Weekly

Alibi has served as the Duke City’s guide to arts,

entertainment, food, culture and news. Who better to

steer visitors to all the unique elements Albuquerque has

to offer? Every week our writers cover this town’s

happenings from top to bottom—from Sandia Heights to

Rio Rancho. So here, then, is our first annual This is

Albuquerque guide. It features profiles of some favorite

local businesses as well as a sampling of places to shop,

stay, eat and relax. Soak in as much of the local

atmosphere as you can while you’re here. Tour the historic

KiMo Theatre, take in a concert at the Launchpad, eat a

paleta, wolf down a breakfast burrito at the Frontier

tRestaurant. And join us online at alibi.com to see what’s

going down every week of the year here in fabulous

Dirt City. a
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Brewpubs
BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

I
n every neighborhood, in every quadrant of the city, you will find breweries that offer

every kind of beer, every manner of atmosphere, often paired with live music, food trucks

and outdoor patios. For this reason, Albuquerque is increasingly a mecca for beer

enthusiasts and afficianados. Glance over a selection of newcomers and our local institutions

to find the brewpub that matches your mood and tastes. 

DIALOGUE BREWING

1501 First Street NW

(505) 585-1501

dialoguebrewing.com

If you like your stouts with a serving of art on the side, Dialogue Brewing will feel like a homecoming for you.

Situated in an industrial area just north of Downtown proper, Dialogue has plenty of space to explore their artistic

side. Six 35-foot sculptures tower above drinkers relaxing in the expansive outdoor seating area, and inside, the

walls play host to a rotating selection of work by various local artists. Several of Dialogue’s owners and founders

have a background in the art world, which explains the singular aura they have created in the brewery, which offers

European style drinks like one of their signatures, the Berliner Weisse. 

SIDETRACK BREWING

413 Second Street SW

(505) 832-7183

sidetrackbrewing.net

Keeping things cozy and cool is a method that has worked well for the purveyors of beer at Sidetrack Brewing in

Albuquerque’s Downtown. The friendly neighborhood pub atmosphere that the tiny space has created on a hip

block of Second Street, next door to Zendo coffeehouse, rubs off on the clientele, making this spot the best to relax

and unwind. A cool soundtrack and a backdoor patio add to the chill character of the place and only enhance the

taste of the six beers they regularly keep on tap, like their single barrel stout, the Co-Mo IPA (with grapefruit,

pineapple and mango) and the brewery’s collaboration with Zendo, the Buzz Bomb, a pale ale infused with cold

brew Ethiopian coffee. 

LA CUMBRE BREWING COMPANY

3313 Girard Blvd. NE

(505) 872-0225

lacumbrebrewing.com

Since 2010 beer lovers have been flocking to La Cumbre, a brewery that boasts more awards for their craft beer

than any other in the state. Their taproom—tucked into a Midtown industrial area—is industrial, but cozy. Spend any

time there and you’ll realize that you’re mostly surrounded by regulars who have been championing the spot since it

swung open its doors. La Cumbre offers year-round favorites like their wildly popular Elevated IPA and the super

hoppy Project Dank. They also offer rotating taps of special releases that frequently sell out. You can make an

evening of it at La Cumbre, where food trucks are on-site seven days a week, it’s dog-friendly, and foosball and live

music frequently fills the taproom, to boot. 

BOXING BEAR BREWING COMPANY

10200 Corrales Rd. 

(505) 897-2327

boxingbearbrewing.com

Situated near the banks of the Rio Grande in Albuquerque’s scenic Northwest, Boxing Bear Brewing is always worth

the trip. It took the third spot in a national poll of the best breweries in 2017 ranked by USA Today. Stop in and

you’ll see why. The brewery itself is expansive, with ample outdoor seating to enjoy the pleasant New Mexican sun,

and the microbrews on tap are some of the finest quality you’ll find throughout the city. House beers include the

Chocolate Milk Stout, Uppercut IPA and the Ambear Ale. Their menu also offers top-notch seasonal beers, local wine

and a cider. The taproom also offers a full menu with appetizers and bigger plates for weary, buzzed travelers. 

MARBLE BREWERY

111 Marble Ave. NW

(505) 243-2739

marblebrewery.com

The proof of Marble’s popularity amongst longtime residents and visitors alike is evidenced in their three locations

around the city—their main arm in Downtown, as well as Westside and Northeast Heights locations. This mainstay of

the local beer scene has been bustling since 2008. The second largest brewery in New Mexico, Marble offers beers

like their Great American Beer Festival winners, which include the Double White, the Imperial Red and their Pilsner.

Their Downtown taproom offers live music and food trucks most nights, and visitors will find a vibrant, energetic

weekend spot to meet-up, dance, and of course, enjoy a few beers.  a
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BOW & ARROW BREWING CO. 
608 McKnight Ave. NW

(505) 247-9800

bowandarrowbrewing.com

In an expensive old warehouse on the intersection of Sixth and McKnight is Bow & Arrow, a hip beer

bar that boasts one of the best drinking atmospheres in the whole town. Founded by two Native

women in 2016, Bow & Arrow doesn’t just have the atmospherics down, they have their beer menu

on lock, too. The craft beers on tap here run the gambit—they have your standard IPAs and lagers, but

they also boast sours, saisons and aged stouts. Hop over to Bow & Arrow in the Wells Park

neighborhood to enjoy top-notch brews in a bright, airy spot. 

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

BREWPUBS



Casinos
BY AUGUST MARCH

C
asinos and New Mexico are a thing. Back in the before time, when gambling wasn’t

exactly legal in the state, folks had to stand in line at circus tent like affairs by the side

of the highway to get their fill of the gaming life. Pulling pop tops and checking your

bingo cards for compliance were tolerable activities for people interested in turning their

pocket change into pots of gold—until legalized gambling came to New Mexico in the early

aughts. Nowadays, there’s plenty of real gaming going on at luxurious casinos near our city;

some even rival those in Las Vegas, we’ve heard.

ISLETA RESORT AND CASINO

11000 Broadway Blvd. SE

(505) 724-3800

isleta.com

Here’s the motto of the Isleta Resort and Casino: “Where The Fun Begins!”—and of course the marketing folks

behind this super-dandy establishment are right on the money with their description. With an on-site 4-star hotel,

access to the bucolic Rio Grande environs, more than 1,800 slot machines and a choice of more than 25 table

games at guests’ beckoning call, this gambling den south of Burque may be your next home away from home.

ROUTE 66 CASINO HOTEL

14500 Central Ave. SW

(505) 352-7866

rt66casino.com

Located on the storied road to California, just a few miles down I-40 and west of the Duke City, Route 66 Casino

features a hotel, dining that offers New Mexican favorites and continental treasures, live entertainment that kills

(heard of Steely Dan or Lynyard Sknyard? They’ve played here) and of course gaming options that include 1,300

slot machines and New Mexico’s most popular and lucrative Bingo hall, Route 66 Casino is a must stop and stay

attraction that’s near to home but closer to the stars.

SKY CITY CASINO

Acoma Pueblo, N.M.

(888) 759-2489

skycity.com

Acoma Pueblo is a cultural treasure in these parts. A vital yet hidden gem in the desert, this ancient town, referred

to in legend and in history as the “Sky City” also features a totally tempting hotel and casino, too. The joint boasts

24-hour gambling on over 640 slot machines, table games like craps and blackjack, and fine dining that’s out of

the ordinary and memorable for locals as well as touristas interested in unique locations and lots of feria.

SANTA ANA STAR CASINO

54 Jemez Canyon Dam Rd., Bernalillo, N.M.

(505) 867-0000

santaanastar.com

Santa Ana Star Casino says it has the “loosest slot machines in New Mexico,” a gaming aspect attested to by

Strictly Slots Magazine and confirmed by the masses of tourists and locals who frequent this resort that’s slightly

north of town on I-25, in the bucolic town of Bernalillo, N.M. The casino’s high limit room features world class

gaming in a classy, Vegas-like atmosphere too, and the roulette wheels are always spinning, star-like and bright in

this gambling oasis.

BLACK MESA CASINO

25 Hagen Rd., Algodones, N.M.

(505) 867-6700

blackmesacasino.com

Formerly San Felipe Casino Hollywood, the rebranded, renamed and re-visioned casino midway between

Albuquerque and Santa Fe features more than 600 slot machines and has been dubbed “the best little casino in

New Mexico” by folks in the know, like Sam “Ace” Rothstein. Just kidding. Black Mesa also has a great Nuevo

Mexicano-cuisine eatery and a travel center geared toward professional drivers and touristas on the move. Who

could ask for more? a
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SANDIA RESORT AND CASINO

30 Rainbow Rd. NE

(505) 796-7500

sandiacasino.com

Sandia Resort and Casino is nestled in the foothills of the Sandia Mountains, and is just west of

town. This rocking joint features over 2,300 slot machines, live Keno and 33 tables dedicated to the

finer aspects of poker and blackjack. Craps and baccarat are also played on the premises which

additonally boast world-class dining establishments and live music inside and out—remember to

check out the casino’s amphitheater, where acts as diverse as Ringo Star and Tone Loc have

performed.

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

CASINOS
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T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

Type of Business

Government

Year Established

1978

Contact

Sherri Brueggemann, Manager

Business Phone

768-3833

Number of Employees

4

City of Albuquerque Public Art Program
How did the CABQ Public Art Program get
started? 

The City of Albuquerque’s Public Art Program

originated in 1978 (We’ll turn 40 in November this

year!) when the Art in Municipal Places Ordinance

was passed. This ordinance adds 1% to city design

and construction funds derived from voter-approved

general obligation bonds, and dedicates that 1% to

commissioning and purchasing public art. The

purpose of the ordinance and the Public Art Program

is to promote the arts, both as a way to build upon

the beauty of our city and to create jobs for artists.

Why did the city establish this program? 

Albuquerque and all of New Mexico have long

been home to creatives of all kinds. It only makes

sense that we use that creative capital to improve the

look, feel and story of our city. We also bring in

artists from other places to create artworks that add

diversity and interest to our streets, parks, buildings

and more. We believe that adding art to public

spaces improves the quality of life for those who live

here, and encourages visitors to explore our city and

all it has to offer.

What is your program’s greatest asset? 

It’s hard to choose just one! Our local creative

economy certainly has to be at the top of the list. We

couldn’t do what we do without the support and

appreciation of the people of Albuquerque. Also, we

have a professional staff that is passionate about

bringing quality art to the public, and our dedicated

volunteer Arts Board who helps us identify projects,

choose artwork for our collection, and promote the

arts in general.

What significant changes have you
implemented recently? 

We are proud of our recent public-private

partnerships. For decades, the Public Art Program

could only put artwork on or in facilities owned by

the city or another government agency, but recently

we made a change to the Art in Municipal Places

Ordinance that allows us to fund certain types of

public art on private property that is viewable from

public places. This has led to the creation of some

great, contemporary murals such as Mark Horst’s

“Reach” on the HB Construction office in Nob Hill,

and Jessica Angel’s “Fall of Ten Suns” on the Silver

Street Market in Downtown. This change has not

only afforded us more wall space, but new sources of

funding, as property owners are required to

contribute to artwork funds.

What are your growth goals? 

As we reflect upon our accomplishments over

the last 40 years, we look forward to implementing

new plans and projects in the near future. Public art

is always evolving, and we want to stay in step with

current movements and approaches. Recently, we

held a well-attended conference about murals and

mural making. We intend to offer similar professional

development and educational opportunities in the

future. We also have plans to solicit community

feedback with a series of outreach events.

What makes your program different from
other public art programs around the
country? 

Our program has been around for a long time;

in fact, we were the 15th city in the US to establish

a public art program. One of the issues we have made

a priority is conservation of our collection. While in

many other programs, maintenance of artworks

becomes the responsibility of the property upon

which they are installed, our program sets aside

funds so that we can maintain our own collection.

Under the direction of our Collection Manager, we

work with professional conservators, art installers

and maintenance people to ensure the quality and

condition of the works in our collection, and

protect the public’s investment.

What’s your favorite saying or quotation? 

“Public art represents an ongoing reaffirmation

by the people of a city of who and what they are and

what they value. The public art process is an

important way for the people in a city to define

their identity beyond constructing streets, buildings,

and parks.”—Gordon Church, former Manager of

the Albuquerque Public Art Program.

If there is one thing about Albuquerque
or New Mexico that you could change,
what would it be? 

More art and more opportunities for artists!

We want art to be accessible to everyone, and to

continue to support our creative community. One of

the ways this is happening right now is with the

establishment of the Downtown Arts and Cultural

District. This district is quickly becoming a home

for arts of all kinds (visual, performative, culinary,

etc.) in our city, and we can’t wait to see how it

grows.

What inspires you? 

We are inspired by the physical, social and

cultural qualities of Albuquerque, the diversity of its

people, and the history that brought us to where we

are today.

How do you measure your success? 

The great success of the Public Art Program is

the Public Art Collection. From the Sandia

Foothills to beyond the West Mesa, the Sunport to

Balloon Fiesta Park, the fine works of art in our

collection demonstrate and celebrate the beauty,

creativity, diversity and vision of the people of

Albuquerque. a
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Food Trucks
BY ROBIN BABB

T
here are few things more enjoyable than spending the afternoon at one of our city’s fine

breweries with a pint in one hand and a taco/banh mi/hot dog in the other. Thankfully, the

extensive ranks of food trucks in Albuquerque allow one to quite easily do this. To find out

when and where each of these trucks are parked and serving, you can typically check their

Instagram or Facebook page.

BISCUIT BOY

biscuitboynm.com

If you happen to hail from the southern states, or if you just really like biscuits—which, let’s be honest, who doesn’t?—

then you’ll be a fan of Biscuit Boy. This rolling shrine to hot, buttered goodness makes delicious sandwiches on their

fresh, made-from-scratch biscuits, and the smell is enough to make your mouth water from a mile away. You can go

original and just get a buttermilk biscuit with butter, or order the Southern Belle sandwich, which comes with buttermilk

fried chicken, fried apples and cheddar cheese. 

URBAN HOTDOG COMPANY

urbanhotdogcompany.com

Urban Hotdog Company does have a brick and mortar location, it’s true. But most city-dwelling Burqueños are likely

familiar with eating these dressed-up dogs at the downtown Marble Brewery, where the truck is frequently parked. They

have more varieties of hot dogs than you would think possible, including one topped with mac & cheese and bacon

(the crafty dog), and one with Panko-crusted dog bites smothered in chile con queso and green chile (the relleno dog).

Oh, and their fries are crazy good, too.

SOO BAK FOODS

soobakfoods.com

In the time-honored food truck tradition of mashing two cuisines together to make something original, Soo Bak Foods

makes Korean tacos. If pork belly tacos or tempura avocado tacos sound like your thing, then you’re going to like what

you find at Soo Bak. On Thursdays you can find them at the Nob Hill Tractor Brewing (118 Tulane Dr. SE), and on

Saturdays they’re typically at Marble Brewery Downtown (111 Marble Ave. NW). 

THE STREET FOOD INSTITUTE

streetfoodinstitute.org

Street Food Institute is “an entrepreneur-focused culinary program dedicated to inspiring the success of small, local

businesses in New Mexico,” according to their website. This means that young culinary students and food entrepreneurs

are behind every aspect of the business, gaining the experience to open their own restaurants or food trucks while

serving an ever-changing menu out of their mobile kitchen. One week it might be poutine, and the next it could be

curry: The only way to know is to show up. Check out their Facebook page to know when and where they’ll be serving

next.

THE SUPPER TRUCK

ilovesupper.com

The Supper Truck calls their food “creatively Southern,” which, apparently, includes dishes like Vietnamese beef and

grits, fried chicken banh mi and grilled shrimp burritos with a white wine cream sauce. Sign us up for the creative

Southern revolution, please. You can find The Supper Truck at several different breweries around town, including High

and Dry Brewing (529 Adams St. NE) and Sidetrack Brewing Co. (413 Second Street SW).

CHEESY STREET

facebook.com/cheesystreet

Yes it’s called Cheesy Street, and bless them for that. This food truck does one thing and it does it well: grilled cheese

sandwiches. You can get the classic and add on things like tomato, green chile or granny smith apple, or go for the

pesto provolone. They also serve tomato soup, of course, so you can properly get into your comfort food zone with

some hot soup-dunking action. A great option during the colder months, and they have options for the vegan and the

gluten-free among us, too.

BLENDED AÇAI

blendedacai.com

Guess what this truck serves? Yeah, you can get that trendy Portland smoothie-in-a-bowl situation right here in the

desert now, thanks to Blended Açai. You start with a base of blended açai, then you can add on things like granola,

berries, almond milk and all sorts of immune-boosting powders and tinctures. If blended fruit isn’t your jam, you can

also get a poke bowl or a smoothie here. You can typically find Blended Açai at High and Dry Brewing (529 Adams St.

NE) on Sundays.

MY SWEET BASIL

soulaina.com

My Sweet Basil, operated by Chef Cassie Adams, features a rotating menu of delicious homemade burgers, sandwiches

and tacos that are always different but always tasty. The Cubano sandwich is a favorite, and the fresh potato chips are

darn good too. You can typically catch them at La Cumbre (3313 Girard NE) on Tuesdays, where regulars show up just

for My Sweet Basil. a

The Supper Truck
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The Ayurvedic Institute

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

Year Established

1984

Business Address

11311 Menaul Blvd. NE

Business Phone

291-9698

Website

www.ayurveda.com

Number of Employees

60

The Ayurvedic Institute has been the

leader in the field of Ayurvedic

education and treatment since 1984.

Under the auspices of Vasant Lad, BAM&S,

MASc, The Ayurvedic Institute is one of the

most well-respected schools of Ayurveda in

the world, offering seminars, webinars,

weeklong intensives and full-time immersive

education programs. Our panchakarma

department provides healing retreats. Our

low-cost clinic gives individualized healing

consultations for mind, body and spirit

including herbs, nutrition and more. Visit our

store where you can pick up books, massage

oils, teas, Ayurvedic herbal products and

toiletries, gifts from India and spiritual objects

for your altar. Come for a health consultation,

a treatment or spend a weekend with us at a

seminar. Join us on the path of healing! 

Low Cost Community Clinic 

Want to feel more calm and focused? Sleep

through the night? Have more energy or mental

clarity? Feel nourished? Come visit our clinic!

The Ayurvedic Center for Healing, Life and

Longevity provides low-cost Ayurvedic

consultations aimed at delivering simple,

practical and individually tailored solutions to

bring balance. Instructions in breathing

techniques, meditation, diet and lifestyle

practices as well as individualized herbal

preparations and more are available to our clients

and our community. Call us to book an

appointment!

An Ancient Approach to Stress-

Management

Our Panchakarma therapists offer sacred

Indian spa therapies to reduce stress and restore

balance. Our tenured practitioners impart

decades of expertise and compassionate healing.

Arrange a time to renew and rejuvenate with

time-honored abhyanga massage and shirodhara

therapy offered every Wednesday in our mini-PK

sessions or schedule a full five-day healing

retreat. 

Heart-Centered Education that

works with Your Schedule

Interested in learning Ayurveda? The

Ayurvedic Institute has many offerings to fit

both busy lives and people ready to dedicate a

chunk of time to learning. Our sacred approach

will give you new tools to incorporate into your

personal or professional practice. 

Connect With Us

We are here to answer your questions.

Please call or stop by Monday through Friday

9am to 5:30pm and get more information about

our offerings. Schedule a tour, take a brochure,

have some tea. 

The Doctor from India Documentary

at the Guild Theater

Join us for the Albuquerque premiere of the

film about Vasant Lad’s mission to bring the

ancient healthcare system of wellness called

Ayurveda from India to the West in the late

’70s. Opens Friday, May 11 at The Guild

Theater at 3405 Central Avenue NE. 

Spring Open House, Saturday May 12

Join us Saturday, May 12 from 11am to 4 pm

for our Spring Open House! During the event,

you can take a tour of our campus, receive a free

pulse analysis and attend a lecture with Vasant

Lad. Our faculty and staff members will be

available to chat. Tea and light snacks are

provided. a
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Galleries
BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

A
lbuquerque is an arts town. Just taking a walk through Downtown illustrates the

tremendous creative energy that the city possesses—you’ll pass scads of galleries, stop for

pictures in front of the murals you’ll find on nearly every street corner, and discover local

crafts in nearly every shop you pop into. The tremendous art scene is evidenced strongly in the

galleries scattered throughout town, a handful of which are highlighted here. 

RICHARD LEVY GALLERY

514 Central Ave. SW

(505) 766-9888

levygallery.com

In an airy, expansive ground floor suite situated in the heart of Downtown on Central Ave., Richard Levy Gallery is the

spot for formalist works of contemporary art. Since 1991, this mecca for modernists has presented solo and group

shows with design clout and conceptual punch. Recent exhibitions have included colorful, large-scale geometric

sculpture, ethereal interpretive oil paintings and delicate paper works in folded paper. For high-quality contemporary

art made by both locals and international stars, Richard Levy is a must on any city-wide art tour. 

GRAFT GALLERY

1415 Fourth Street SW

graftgallery.com

If you need proof that the art world is vibrant, approachable and even fun head to GRAFT Gallery in Barelas for your fix.

Without sacrificing any heady concepts or poetry of vision, the GRAFT collective curates short-run shows that are

topical, expansive, and in a word, surprising. Group shows and solo work with strong thematic elements find their home

on the walls of this compact space in a historic spot, which has functioned as an art space for more than 30 years.

Plan your visit in advance—GRAFT is typically open for First Friday openings, late-month closings and by appointment. 

MATRIX FINE ART

3812 Central Ave. SE

(505) 280-8659

matrixfineartabq.com

Founded in 1997 by a arts-savvy local Regina Held, Matrix Fine Art has spent the last decade building a reputation as

one of Nob Hill’s finest spots to take in work by contemporary artists in a variety of mediums. Currently manned by a

collective of locals with a strong vision for the space, Matrix curates shows on a monthly basis that have broad appeal.

From prints to paintings to pottery, the gallery has the variety that arts mavens crave, and is a great stopover if you’re

taking your arts tour of the city with a group with diverse tastes. 

WARREN FINE ART & COLLECTIBLES

328 San Felipe St. NW, Ste. 2

(505) 243-1005

warrenfineartgallery.com

No visit to Albuquerque is complete without a stroll through Old Town, and nestled among the historic eaves and

cobbled streets is Warren Fine Art, a gallery that features paintings, prints, ceramic art, jewelry, blown glass and more.

The unique spot is packed full of work from New Mexican artists that runs the gambit—there’s surrealist painting,

Navajo bracelets, photography, and landscapes—just to name a few of the treasures inside. No matter what style of

pieces are on your shopping list—Warren Fine Art is likely to have you covered. 

GHOSTWOLF GALLERY

2043 Plaza St. NW

(505) 246-9653

ghostwolf.gallery

New in Albuquerque’s artscape is Ghostwolf Gallery, an Old Town destination showcasing the work of more than a

dozen creatives in an upscale gallery space. The artists of Ghostwolf work in bevy of styles—digital media, photography,

fiber arts, sculpture. Art pieces range from tiny treasures and gifts to large-scale statement pieces, making this

particular gallery a one-stop shop for art collectors and enthusiasts. The all-encompassing vision, which includes crafts

and traditional visual arts, is directed by owner Amy M. Ditto, whose aim is to well represent artists while offering

visitors an edgy addition to their Old Town experience.  a
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SANITARY TORTILLA FACTORY

410 Second Street SW

(505) 228-3749

sanitarytortillafactory.org
Sanitary Tortilla Factory is situated exactly where you might expect—in the structure left behind by a

mechanized tortilla factory and well-loved local restaurant. Established in 2016, this spot offers

studio space at low costs to Albuquerque’s working artists, six-week residencies from creatives

throughout the country and the world, and a generous gallery space that hosts exciting solo and

group shows. Always relevant and prodding the definition that comes to mind when we talk about

art—Sanitary Tortilla Factory offers up thought-provoking works in an accessible atmosphere. Step off

the street and through the heavy metal door and into the gallery to access new ideas and inventive

contemporary works. 

GALLERIES





516 ARTS

516 Central Ave. SW

(505) 242-1445

516arts.org
There’s nothing else quite like 516 ARTS. The two-story, boundary-pushing nonprofit art space is a

flagship entity in the Albuquerque’s Downtown district, pulling creative energy to the city’s center. 516

is always free to visit, and not only do they open their doors five days a week to visitors, but they have

a very public art and education series that is equally accessible. Through months-long exhibitions

that highlight different pressing topics in today’s world, 516 has been a vital example of the power of

the arts since 2006. 

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

GALLERIES
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Gamers Anonymous

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

Type of Business

Video Game Retail

Year Established

2003

Owner

Jon Sakura

Age

36

Hometown

Albuquerque

Business Address

1512-C Wyoming Blvd. NE

Business Phone

505-332-0717

Business Email

info@garetro.com

Website

www.garetro.com

Number of Employees

5

Why did you choose this business?

I’ve been working in video game retail for

nearly 20 years, but slightly prior to owning GA,

I had a job at Tivo. I realized that I didn’t care

for what I was doing, and I didn’t want to simply

work for a paycheck, because it wasn’t fair to

myself or the Tivo customers. It was about four

months after Tivo that I had the opportunity to

buy GA, and it wasn’t just that I loved games,

but that I could give customers the most

authentic service possible. I just want to help

people have the best gaming experience they

could hope to have.

What is your company’s greatest

asset?

Without question, my employees. We have

a lot of awesome resources to draw from, but

since I’m very scattered about doing remote

events and behind-the-scenes work, they’ve

been a wonderful, helpful, kind, cooperative and

reliable selection of people. Every one of them

contributes something different, and they all do

a great job at keeping GA at the forefront of

customer service in their own unique way.

Why did you choose to do business in

Albuquerque?

I was born and raised here, and from all the

stores that have influenced me growing up to all

the stores I’ve seen in my travels, I wanted to

present ABQ with the culmination of all of my

experiences and desires that a game store could

be. It’s been a lot of fun to put it together, and

even cooler that the community has

contributed so much to it, so now it’s truly a

product of all of us here. 

What successes in the past year are

you most proud of accomplishing?

Being strong enough to know when to let

go. I opened a second store almost seven years

ago, and finally sold it last year. It was a very

difficult choice, but ultimately it was good for

me to know what my limits were, and what

would better allow me to allocate my time into

the business for its benefit. 

How do you maintain your competitive

edge?

The best way to compete is to make myself

the goal, and to constantly push towards

bettering myself. We certainly have plenty of

people in town who are in the same field, but

our concern isn’t to out-do anyone else, it’s to

constantly set our own bar higher. Listening to

feedback and acknowledging missteps is the best

way for us to see what the next best step is. The

priority is to make ourselves better than each

day before, and to not compete directly with

anyone else.

What’s your favorite saying or

quotation?

“Shitsui Taizen, Tokui Reizen.” Which

means that we should act regally when things

are bad, and be calm when things are going

well. 

I’ve learned an awful lot over the years,

from conducting myself in a certain way to

being humble enough to be wrong. There is

always more to learn, and so I never want to get

complacent. I’d say, keep going forward with

conduct that will help inspire people.

If there is one thing about

Albuquerque or New Mexico that you

could change, what would it be?

I want people to give it a chance. I know

there are issues here, but if we aren’t willing to

make it a better place, how can we expect it to

improve? The only thing that can change is

how people wish to make it better. So if I could

change one thing, it would be a call-to-action

to have people make the choice to stay here

and help improve our city.

What inspires you?

Seeing people happy. Seeing people

succeed. There is no greater joy than seeing

someone enjoying the moment they are in.

There is so much adversity in life, and nothing

that hits quite as hard as it. When I get the

chance to help someone relive a classic

memory, make a new one, or forge a path for

themselves with an air of renewed confidence,

it makes me want to do and be more. a
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Ice Cream
BY ROBIN BABB

A
s the weather steadily creeps towards summer, memories of soft serve and ice pops eaten by

the pool begin to visit the young-at-heart. Thankfully, ice cream options have multiplied

quite a bit since the ’90s, and there are plenty of places in Albuquerque where you can get

phenomenal frozen treats. If you find yourself craving some paletas, gelato or some liquid-

nitrogen-frozen ice cream, check out the places below to get your fix.

LA MICHOACANA DE PAQUIME

6500 Zuni Rd. SE

(505)266-3408

La Michoacana de Paquime is legit. They have several dozen flavors of paletas to choose from, along with a few ice

creams and a small menu of Mexican street food standards like elote, tostadas and mango con chile. The paletas are

tasty, the service is super friendly, and you can have lunch and some ice cream for under $7. 

POP FIZZ

1701 Fourth Street SW (inside the National Hispanic Cultural Center)

(505) 508-1082

pop-fizz.net

We love a good paleta after a hot day of hiking or swimming, and Pop Fizz fits that bill so well. Their next-level gorgeous

paletas come in fruit and cream flavors including pineapple habañero, pecan cajeta and matcha mint. Besides the

bars they also serve up ice cream and sorbet, and you can treat yourself to a float or a milkshake (or even a boozy

milkshake, like a vanilla ice cream with mint schnapps and chocolate syrup situation). All their house-made products

are made with real sugar and real fruit.

VAN RIXEL BROS. GELATO & SORBET

315 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE Ste. A

(505) 797-1193

chocolatecartel.com

Van Rixel Bros. make all natural gelato and sorbet here in Albuquerque, and they make them in flavors like blueberry

lavender and strawberry habañero, because they know what the people want. The little nondescript shop that houses

Van Rixel Bros. and The Chocolate Cartel (yes, that’s right, double threat), so everyone can get a little—or a lot—of what

they’re craving. Get that chocolate cherry chunk vanilla gelato and embrace the sugar rush that comes after.

EL COTORRO

111 Carlisle Blvd. NE

(505) 503-6202

elcotorroabq.com

Oh yes, the little craft taco shop just off Central makes paletas and gelato as well. With flavors like horchata and green

tea with black sesame, the gelatos are anything but basic. Do yourself a favor and finish off your taco lunch with some

tasty gelato in a homemade cone. Get a churro ice cream sandwich if you really love yourself.

THE PALETA BAR

2325 San Pedro Dr. NE

(505) 884-0049

thepaletabar.com

Aguas frescas, paletas, elotes and more! Paleta Bar does their take on “gourmet” paletas, meaning everything is made

fresh that day from real fruit. The flavors are always changing and they’re always good. Get your paleta dipped in

chocolate if you know what’s good for you.

NITRO FOG CREAMERY

3600 Cutler Ave. NE (inside Grean Jeans Farmery)

(505) 219-3166

nitrofog.com

Nitro Fog is that magical little stand at Green Jeans Farmery that makes ice cream fresh, right in front of you, while you

wait. How do they do this? Flash-freezing the cream with liquid nitrogen. We can’t pretend we fully understand it, but

man does it taste good. The end product is a ridiculously creamy, smooth ice cream that’s never the same twice. Try the

Himalayan salted caramel ice cream and know that heaven is a place on earth, and it’s right here, in your mouth.

EGG & ICE

6600 Menaul Blvd. NE (inside the Coronado Center)

(505) 225-9116

eggandice.com

Do we know what an egg puffle is? No. But do we want to eat it? Yes, absolutely. The big, puffy, waffle cones that Egg &

Ice make are at least half the draw of this trendy dessert spot. Order an “egg puffle” and you’ll get a scoop of ice cream

inside one of these giant cones, along with a whole assortment of toppings including Pocky sticks, Oreos and rainbow

sprinkles. Or get the snow ice, which comes in taro, green tea and milk flavors, among others. Also, everything comes

served with a little shovel to eat with, which is, like, next level cute. a

El Cotorro

El Cotorro
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Albuquerque UNM

2201 Sliver Avenue SE

PH: (505) 262-2424

Albuquerque 4th Street

5939 4th St NW

PH: (505) 254-2424

Albuquerque Eastside
5200 Eubank NE Suite E7
PH: (505) 275-2424

Santa Fe
1620 st Michael’s Drive
PH: (505)988-9688

Check us out
online at:

chaishoppe.com

Albuquerque UNM

2201 Sliver Avenue SE

PH: (505) 262-2424

Albuquerque 4th Street

5939 4th St NW

PH: (505) 254-2424

Albuquerque Eastside
5200 Eubank NE Suite E7
PH: (505) 275-2424

Santa Fe
1620 st Michael’s Drive
PH: (505)988-9688

Check us out
online at:

chaishoppe.com



I SCREAM ICE CREAM

2000 Carlisle Blvd. NE

(505) 268-0139

I Scream wound up in Buzzfeed’s list of the most popular ice cream shops in each state in 2016, and

we can see why. Between the blast-from-the-past decor, the endless toys to play with, the friendly

staff and the darn good ice cream, this place should be on everyone’s list. Go for the frozen treats,

stay for the Ms. Pac-Man. 

ICE CREAM

VALERIE SERNA
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Instituto Cervantes of Albuquerque

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

Hello, do you speak Spanish?

Whether you want to learn Spanish or

improve your Spanish skills, you have come

to the right place! We offer exciting classes

at different days and times to fit your

schedule. You can find all the information

online or you can come to our office at the

National Hispanic Cultural Center. We

would be more than happy to help you get

started.

What is your company’s

greatest asset?

Our international staff and location.

We have teachers from Latin America and

Spain that are trained to teach Spanish as a

second language. We are housed by the

National Hispanic Cultural Center and are

also offerring classes in Northeast Heights

and Santa Fe. We work together to offer a

program that includes events in Spanish.

Our classes are 100% in Spanish, our

students are immersed in the language from

beginning to advanced levels.

What are your strongest business

traits?

We are an international non-profit

organization founded by the Spanish

government. We are the largest institution

dedicated to teaching Spanish in the world.

We offer a wide variety of Spanish classes

for Albuquerque residents, teachers of

Spanish, businesses and schools all year

round. We also offer a Spanish camp in July

for children ages 6-12.

Why did you choose to do

business in Albuquerque?

Instituto Cervantes has over 80

centers in the world. In the US there are

centers in Chicago, New York, Seattle,

Boston and Albuquerque. This

(Albuquerque) center was opened in 2002

thanks to the relationship between New

Mexico and Spain.

What motivates you to succeed

besides the desire to make

money?

There are 41 million native Spanish

speakers in the US plus 11.6 million who

are bilingual. New Mexico is at the top

with 47% of Spanish speakers. We want to

keep teaching Spanish, now considered the

second most important language on Earth

after English.

What successes in the past year

are you most proud of

accomplishing?

Instituto Cervantes of Albuquerque

has over 50 associated centers in Mexico,

Central America and the Caribbean. We

also have a Spanish immersion program for

high schools. So far we have brought more

than 500 students from Canada to learn

Spanish. We organized the only Latino

Film Festival, ¡Cine Magnifico!, and

brought filmmakers from Cuba, Guatemala,

Mexico and New Mexico.

What do you offer that the

competition doesn’t?

Instituto Cervantes offers Spanish

language classes of all levels as well as

special courses for business, medical and

law professionals, children and teachers

and cultural enrichment courses for those

who enjoy cinema, literature, music and art

of the Spanish-speaking world.

How do you maintain your

competitive edge?

Our classes are 100% in Spanish and

no more than 12 students per class. The

curriculum is based on the Common

European Framework of Reference for

Languages: Learning, Teaching and

Assessment. Our teachers are native, our

classes are small and we also organize

cultural events to complement our Spanish

classes. We train our teachers to keep up

with the developments in the teaching of a

second languages.

How would you define your

position within the marketplace or

within your market segment?

Instituto Cervantes is a pioneer in

teaching Spanish language, we also have

the only Spanish Diploma (DELE:

Diploma of Spanish as a Second Language)

in the world supported by the Spanish

Government.

What are your growth goals?

We have a school program that we

launched a couple of weeks ago. We would

Type of Business

Language School

Year Established

1991

Owner

Spanish Government

Age

All Ages

Hometown

Spain

Business Address

1701 Fourth Street SW

Business Phone

505-724-4777

Business Email

adxabq@cervantes.es

Website

albuquerque.cervantes.es

Number of Employees

20 
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like to be able to work with Albuquerque

schools to help children to become

bilingual.

What is your company’s greatest

challenge?

We are working to offer classes in

different parts of the city and State

What contributions to the

community (charitable or

otherwise) are you most proud of?

We offer free, public events all year

round. We offer film series, teacher

workshops, concerts, etc. and also partner

with local nonprofit organizations that

share our same goals.

How has the internet affected your

business and how do you think it

might affect it in the future?

The internet has changed the world

and it will continue to do so. Information is

more accessible to our clients and they can

look for us and find all the information they

need.

In what area of your business do

you invest the most energy?

Spanish classes and cultural events.a



FROST GELATO

3417 Central Ave. NE

(505) 554-3638

frostgelato.com
The gelatos that Frost make are so gorgeous it almost seems a shame to eat them. The key word

being almost. This Arizona-based chain has a constantly rotating cast of flavors that includes, at the

time of writing, fior di latte, saffron rose and bellini. Some pretty high brow stuff, and they’ve been

praised all over the media for it: Afar named them one of the 44 Perfect Places for Chocolate Lovers,

and they won “Best Ice Cream Shop” from Tucson Lifestyle in 2015. Time for you to swing by and see

what all the fuss is about. Also check out their other location in Uptown.

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

ICE CREAM
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Los Poblanos

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

Los Poblanos Historic Inn  

& Organic Farm has been a proud 

part of the Los Ranchos business 

community for over a decade. The 

property itself has been a hub for 

agricultural and community 

engagement since the 1930s. 

2017 was a year of growth and 

transformation at Los Poblanos, 

completing renovations that include 

a new restaurant and bar, a doubled 

number of guest rooms,  a new 

home for the Farm Shop, and 

and lavender production teams. 

CAMPO

Entering through the historic 

pasteurization room, Campo,  

the new restaurant, boasts 

 

and Sandia Mountains. The space 

was designed utilizing historic 

materials from Los Poblanos, 

Bishop’s Lodge in Santa Fe and 

the Plaza Hotel in Las Vegas, NM, 

corrugated wood ceiling planks, tin 

Woodman, and alligator juniper 

from Gila National Wilderness. 

Spanish and embodies our 

commitment to organic farming 

and supporting farmers and 

herdsman of the Rio Grande 

Perno and his team worked 

closely with our farmers to create 

what we have coined Rio Grande 

Valley Cuisine. Serving both 

breakfast and dinner, the open 

kitchen features artisan baking and 

dine, ranging from a chef’s tasting 

table to the private dining room 

with a historic wine cellar and 

stunning views. 

Campo is open for breakfast 

Monday – Friday, 7:30-10:30 am, 

Saturday – Sunday, 7:30-11:30 am. 

Dinner is served Wednesday – 

Sunday, 5-9 pm. 

FARM SHOP

Located in the 1932 restored 

milking barns, the new shop 

preservation plan to return the 

buildings back to their original 

intended use: supporting 

agriculture in the Rio Grande 

River Valley. The Farm Shop 

started out in a small room located 

inside the historic inn at Los 

Poblanos, when the inn consisted 

has grown into a retail space that 

represents the Southwest with 

quality products – some that we 

make, some that we curate from 

other craftsman and vendors.

Adjacent to the shop is the 

production space where Los 

Poblanos products are made, 

including our artisan lavender 

body line and Farm Foods. 

Whether it’s the restaurant or the 

shop, ingredients grown on-site 

are harvested daily and only 

travel steps to where our teams 

incorporate them for our menus 

and products. Farm Shop is open 

9am - 6pm daily.

INN ROOMS

The Inn added 26 new guest 

rooms and suites for a total of  

50 rooms, built in the style of our 

historic 1930s dairy buildings with 

pitched tin roofs and white 

stuccoed walls. Interiors are clean 

and simple with a modern feel. 

New rooms are referred to as the 

Field Rooms and Suites, and are 

positioned in two separate pods 

on the North and South pasture. 

original artwork, and incredible 

gardens, acequias, and the 

Sandia Mountains. Several rooms 

have private patios, with seating 

areas that can be enjoyed in the 

 

Los Poblanos welcomes the local 

community to enjoy Rio Grande 

Valley dining at Campo, browse 

local lavender products at the 

Farm Shop, and book a stay-

cation in the fresh and modern 

Field Rooms and Suites.

TYPE OF BUSINESS

Restaurant, Inn, Retail, Farm, Events

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

140

OWNERS

Rembe Family

BUSINESS PHONE & WEBSITE

505-344-9297  |  lospoblanos.com

ADDRESS

4803 Rio Grande Blvd. NW

Los Ranchos de Albuquerque, NM



¡EXPLORA!

1701 Mountain Rd. NW

(505) 224-8300

explora.us
Known for “Ideas You Can Touch,” Explora is a science center committed to the idea that lifelong

learning is a positive, enriching and necessary experience for humans from childhood onward.

Experiential, hands-on and a heck of a lot of fun, this museum is guaranteed to activate the curious

scientist in all of us, with exhibits about science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics.

Admission to the fascinating world uncovered at Explora ranges in price form $4 to $8 and it’s open

Monday through Saturday from 10am to 6pm and on Sundays from noon to 6pm.

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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Museums
BY AUGUST MARCH

D
on’t let anyone fool you. Why take a trip up to serious old Santa Fe when Albuquerque has some of

the most interesting museums in the world? Sure, the experience isn’t quite the same as one might

get at palacial places, say like the British Museum or the Louvre, but here in Burque you can check

out world-class exhibits, get a feel for the history of the Earth and universe or just ponder the unique

cultural treasures available to citizens in a truly enchanted state. Let’s go to the museum!

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM

2000 Mountain Rd. NW

(505) 243-7255

albuquerquemuseum.org

The main museum in these parts, the Albuquerque Museum boasts an awesome permanent collection that highlights the city’s

history as well artifacts from Spanish colonial and pre-entrada times. The sculpure garden surrounding the museum features work

from the world over, as well as important monuments to culture by big names like Alan Houser, Nora Naranjo-Morse and Luis

Jimenez. The “Only in Albuquerque” exhibit renders Burque’s history into an eminently interesting visual narrative that will leave

visitors enchanted and engaged. Admission prices range from $2 to $4 and the museum is open 9am to 5pm, Tuesdays through

Sundays.

ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL BALLOON MUSEUM

9201 Balloon Museum Dr. NE

(505) 768-6020

balloonmuseum.com

A collaborative project between a nonprofit foundation and the City of Albuquerque Cultural Affairs Department, this museum

celebrates the history of ballooning in Albuquerque. It’s named for two legendary, local progenitors of the flighty phenomenon, Maxie

Anderson and Ben Abruzzo. Exhibits and events focus on the art and science of human-mediated balloon flight with interactive

exhibitions and an over-the-tree-tops view of a local phenomena that became a national pastime. Admission is $4 for adults, $2 for

seniors (65+) and $1 for children 4 through 12.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

1801 Mountain Rd. NW

(505) 841-2800

nmnaturalhistory.org

This place features dinosaurs, telescopes, spaceships, computers, rare minerals, ancient animals and just about everything else that

curious humans need to know about life on planet Earth. The Start Up gallery features an expansive look at the history of personal

computing told from a unique Albuquerque perspective and the solar observatory gives hand-on experience to all interested in our

place in the universe. Oh and they have dinosaur bones by the bucket … and tarantulas too! Admission ranges in price from $5 to

$22 and the facility is open Monday through Friday from 9am to 5pm, except on Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year’s Day. 

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND HISTORY

601 Eubank Blvd. NE

(505) 245-2137

nuclearmuseum.org

Albuquerque and New Mexico are the heart (if that’s possible) of nuclear culture. Back in the ’40s, scientists from all over the world

came here to think about, develop and test weapons capable of destroying the entire planet and all life on it. The museum dedicated

to this important phenomenon provides a detailed look at the processes, both technological and cultural, that resulted in nuclear

weapons. With exhibits that include a real Norden bombsight, fancy but evil Nazi uniforms and models of everything from “Little Boy”

to ICBMs, this is a great place to spend time before the big one finally arrives. Admission ranges from $7 to $12 and the museum is

open daily from 9am to 5pm.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER

1701 Fourth Street SW

(505) 246-2261

nhccnm.org

Dedicated to exploring and propounding upon the significant influence of Hispanic culture in the New Mexico environs, the National

Hispanic Cultural Center is a museum and then some. The center features exhibits of contemporary and historic Hispanic art as well

Japanese Kitchen

Teppan, sushi,
& Japanese Cuisine

“Omakase” is available
at Sushi Bar

Sushi Bar

Steakhouse

6511 America’s Parkway
ABQ NM, 87110

(505) 872-1166

japanesekitchen.com

6521 America’s Parkway
ABQ NM, 87110

(505) 884-8937

Experience the
Splendor & Excitement 

of Japan
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as performances and events that directly link local culture to the greater world around us. A division of the state’s office of cultural

affairs, the center has attractions and events guaranteed to fascinate and enlighten. This multi-faceted institution has varied

admission rates and opening hours, so call ahead to find out what’s going on now at this beloved repository of la cultura.

INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER

2401 12th Street NW

(505) 843-7270

indianpueblo.org

The gateway to the cultures of the 19 pueblos of New Mexico, the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center is focused on presenting and

preserving indigenous culture. The museum part of the center contains thousands of rare artifacts, a world-renowned collection of

Pueblo pottery and an extensive library and archives that provide glimpses into the lives of the artisans and craftspeople who brought

Pueblo culture into pre-eminence long before the arrival of Europeans in the 16th century. Admission prices range from $5.40 to

$8.40; the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center Museum is open daily from 9am to 5pm.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL RATTLESNAKE MUSEUM

202 San Felipe St. NW

(505) 242-6569

rattlesnakes.com

In America, there’s a museum for practically everything important, from farm implements to beer-making tools. It’s no wonder then,

that Albuquerque, a city in the high desert of the western lands, hosts a for real rattlesnake museum. An animal conservation

museum, this facility features information, anecdotes and artifacts pertaining to genera Crotalus and Sistrurus. It’s also the largest

living collection of rattlesnakes in the world and features dozens of the slithery, bitey beasts, from Western Diamondbacks to the rare

Chihuahuan Ridge-nose. They also have a Gila Monster on hand! Admission ranges from $4 to $6 and the museum is open seven

days a week.

NEW MEXICO HOLOCAUST AND INTOLERANCE MUSEUM

616 Central Ave. SW

(505) 247-0606

nmholocaustmuseum.org

We will never forget. The Nazis slaughtered more than six million Jews and millions of other humans they deemed lesser-than between

the years 1933 and 1945. In Albuquerque one can reflect on this horrible crime and help prevent it from happening again by visiting

a museum dedicated to memory, culture and perseverance. Located in the midst of a vibrant downtown Albuquerque this important

museum is open Tuesday through Sunday from 11am to 3:30pm. Like all good things in life, like love, admission is free and open to

all interested in tolerance and resistance.

TURQUOISE MUSEUM

2107 Central Ave. NW

(505) 247-8650

turquoisemuseum.com

Started by longtime local gatherer of the exotic and precious, Getrude Zachary, the Turquoise Museum is the place to go to find out

about New Mexico’s state gemstone and mineral, a rock with mystical properties. Founded in 1993, this very interesting collection of

rocks, jewelry and jewelry making implements explores one of the most beautiful natural treasures the state has to offer. It’s only

open for guided tours, so call ahead to find out when you too can experience the color and majesty of a stone that looks good on

everyone except former Lobos Basketball coach Norm Ellenberger.

TINKERTOWN MUSEUM

121 Sandia Crest Rd., Sandia Park, N.M.

(505) 281-5233

tinkertown.com

Their webpage says you’ll love Tinkertown, and it’s true. This folky collection of whimsical wooden and metal creations by artist Ross

Ward is off the beaten path, but provides visitors with a sense of wonder they are unlikely to find anywhere else in New Mexico—or the

world for that matter. A constant work in progress, Tinkertown features singular folk art in a rustic environment that will capture your

heart and leave you smiling and wondering. Tinkertown Museum opens for its 35th season on April 1, 2018; be there or consign

yourself to a joyless summer. Admission ranges from $1.25 to $3.75 and it will be open from 9am to 6pm daily.

UNSER RACING MUSEUM

1776 Montaño Rd. NW, (505) 341-1776

unserracingmuseum.com

The Unser family is known world-wide as premiere sports car and racing enthusiasts. They’ve been racing cars and winning big events

like the Indy 500 for more than 40 years. The museum dedicated to exploring this local family’s altogether amazing history features

actual vehicles, from hot-rods to motorcyles, stock cars, Formula One racers and classic automobiles. It’s a blast and the cars are

fast, sabes? This totally local yet graciously global collection of speedy human machines is open daily from 10am to 4pm; admission

ranges in price from $6 to $10. Vroom!

New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science

¡Explora!
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Type of Business

Brewery

Year Established

2008

Owners

Devin Peters, Soren Peters and
Theodore Rice

Hometown

Santa Fe, New York 

Business Address

Downtown-111 Marble Ave NW
Westside-5740 Night Whisper Rd NW
NE Heights-9904 Montgomery Blvd NE

Business Phone

505-243-2739

Business Email

info@marblebrewery.com

Website

marblebrewery.com

Number of Employees

130

What was your first job?

Brewery janitor at my local brew pub on Long Island,
N.Y. Washed kegs, scrubbed the floors, polished
tanks. The experience built character for sure. 

How did you get started in this business?

I discovered beers of character in college. Quite the
change from industrial wonder bread brews. After I
took a brewery tour and saw the culture and passion
of the business, I knew that was the industry for me. 

Why did you choose this business?

My parents encouraged me to follow a career which I
was passionate about. I just wasn’t cut from cubical
cloth. 

What is your business philosophy?

Do what you love and success will follow. 

What is your educational background?

BA Roanoke College
Brewing Science and Engineering Degree from the
American Brewers Guild. 

What is your company’s greatest asset?

Our amazing staff who love to come to work each
day and contribute to the brand. 

What are your strongest business traits?

Attention to the details, and the pursuit of
perfection and fun. 

What motivates you to succeed besides
the desire to make money?

The thrill of entertaining our customers with our
unabashedly bold flavors and social experiences in
our Taprooms. 

How is operating your own business
different than you expected?

I once was a beverage plumber, now I am the
president. Slight learning curve. 

What significant changes have you
implemented recently?

We are introducing several new beer styles in cans
this year. 

What successes in the past year are you
most proud of accomplishing?

Winning medals in the country’s most prestigious
competition is always nice. But seeing our team
succeed and providing opportunities for them to
grow is always rewarding. 

What do you offer that the competition
doesn’t?

A wide range of world class beer styles, excellent
service, unparalleled live music and events. 

How do you maintain your competitive
edge?

I live and breathe my business. 

How would you define your position
within the marketplace or within your
market segment?

Pioneers and volume leaders in the ever expanding
New Mexican craft beer culture.

What do you think is the biggest obstacle
in operating a successful business?

Hiring and retaining talent. 

What was your best business decision?

Introducing a unique beer style I am passionate
about in the Southwest market, Double White. 

What was your biggest missed
opportunity?

Not adding brewing capacity fast enough to meet
demand. 

What are your growth goals?

To saturate the Southwestern beer market with our
delicious brews. 

What is your company’s greatest
challenge?

Forecasting growth in an increasingly crowded
market. 

What contributions to the community
(charitable or otherwise) are you most
proud of?

Educating many of the state’s brewers who have
gone on to be successful business owners themselves. 

In what area of your business do you
invest the most energy?

Distribution, although every aspect is refined daily. 

If you had to choose another career or
start another business what would it be?

Not even a consideration. 

What words of wisdom would you offer
to someone starting their own business?

Follow your heart. The money will flow from there. 

What’s your favorite saying or quotation?

#TrustTed

What book are you currently reading or
what’s your favorite book?

The Big Leap by Gay Hendricks. 

Do you have a hero or mentor—business
or otherwise?

I am a member of a CEO advisory group, Vistage.  a

-Ted Rice, Owner
Marble Brewery

Marble Brewery
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Spas
BY ZABRINA CHAVEZ

G
oing out on the town is fun, exciting and sometimes a headache. If you’re feeling stressed

out or even a little tight in your back, find a new way to relax your body and ease your

mind. Alternative relaxation treatments and feeling more cool, calm and collected are

calling your name. 

LUMEN MIND BODY FLOAT

2931 Monte Vista Blvd. NE

(505) 205-1475

lumenmindbodyfloat.com

Find a whole new world of benefits inside a salt water floatation tank at Lumen. Improve your sleep cycle, regulate

circulation, speed up injury recovery, manage pain—or at least give yourself a pleasing sense of nothingness inside a

private, watery cabin. You can also sweat away your troubles in an infrared sauna, have a massage catered to your

specific health needs or get a better work out with adaptive resistance training. Of course, mental health is just as

important as physical health, and Lumen lets you ease your mind with something called “NeurOptimal Brain Training,”

which claims to sharpen memory, improve sleep, reduce stress and even enhance creativity. Don’t limit your body and

all it can do to help heal itself. Pick from among Lumen’s many alternative relaxation tactics and expand your health.

BETTY’S BATH AND DAY DAY SPA

1835 Candelaria Rd. NW

(505) 341-3456

bettysbath.com

Treat yourself to quality relaxation for a great price today at this lovely day spa. Put your swim suit on and experience

what taking the edge off is like in the communal bath house for only $13. There’s a massage for everyone at this spa.

No matter if you’re an athlete, mother or have year-round allergies, you’ll find something just for you. The sinus relief

massage for the eyes, nose, neck and back will definitely help you stop to smell the roses a lot better. Body treatments

are open for everyone as well. Salt glow and oil massages are just some of the hands-on services offered. Go above

and beyond for yourself or your partner with one of nine different relaxation packages Betty’s has to offer. Ranging from

$125 to $355, these delicate treatments offer plenty of bang for your buck. Stop giving yourself half credit and indulge

today.

ALBUQUERQUE BATHS

1218 Broadway Blvd. NE

(505) 243-3721 

abqbaths.com

If you’re feeling rundown after exploring the Downtown area of Albuquerque and want a new way to wind down, this

conveniently placed spa will be perfect for you. Relax your mind and body for a decent price at Albuquerque Baths.

There are plenty of different types of body rubs and baths to unwind in. Japanese bathhouses, Russian banyas, Finnish

saunas: Pick your poison. Or spruce up a girls trip with a head-to-toe glow courtesy of Albuquerque Baths’ natural

sugar scrub. Come down to this Southwest-style communal oasis, complete with beautiful garden courtyard, and find

yourself. 

RIO GRANDE BODY WORKS 

1931 San Mateo Blvd. NE

(505) 366-1492

riograndebodyworks.com

Walk in and get accommodated by a professional team of specialty body massagers. Choose from a wide variety of

novelty massage techniques from around the world. Rio Grande Body Works offers rub down skills from Sweden,

Hawaii, Thailand and many other healthy-sounding places. Put some sole in your feet with the Lomi Lomi Four-Hand

Hawaiian massage. Two specialists rub your feet with an organic coconut sugar scrub in unison as you fall into a state

of pure bliss. It’s never too late to open yourself up to different worlds of relaxation. 

THE REMEDY DAY SPA

113 Vassar Dr. SE

505) 265-9219

theremedydayspa.com 

How about a little face time? Pamper your skin with a signature oxygen facial to perfect your pores, hydrate your skin

and reduce wrinkles. See instant results with a pressurized low weight hyaluronic acid serum treatment that is great

right before a special event. If those sound too scientific for you, turn the other cheek and indulge in Remedy’s

customized deep cleansing facial! It’s open to all skin types, with an exfoliating peel, a deep cleansing massage and a

mask to equalize the nourishment in your skin. You can also exaggerate your external beauty and have all eyes on you

when you get your lashes and eyebrows done. Or give your entire body the attention it needs with Remedy’s wide range

of hot tubs and saunas.

THE BACK PORCH DAY SPA

8525 Indian School Rd.

Yes Organic Boutique and Spa

The Remedy
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Foundations in Herbalism is a 7-month
immersion program designed to teach
the foundational principals of herbal
medicine, medicine-making, botany
and ethical wildcrafting. With nature as
our guide, we will navigate our way
through the year using seasonal foods
to keep us healthy and herbal
remedies to treat common ailments.
The program incorporates Western,
Southwestern and Chinese Five
Element approaches to health and
herbal medicine. Upon successful
completion of the program, students
will receive a 250-hour Certificate in
the Foundations of Herbalism.

Next session starts April 17, 2018

For more information visit
MilagroSchoolofHerbalMedicine.com.

Distance Learning Course

Interested in our program but don’t live in
Santa Fe or can’t make the in-person
commitment? We now offer a comprehensive,
multimedia online distance program! Call (505)
820-6321 for more information.

In addition to our 7-month program,
Milagro Herbs hosts a number of
stand-alone classes on a wide variety
of natural health topics. a

Business Address

1500 5th St. #6, Santa Fe 87505

Business Phone

(505)820-6321

Business Hours

Mon-Sat 10am-5:30pm

Business Email

info@milagroherbs.com

Website

http://www.milagroschoolofherbalme
dicine.com/

The 2018 resident program is now accepting applications.



YES ORGANIC BOUTIQUE AND SPA 
3420 Lomas Blvd. NE

(602) 295-2278

yesorganicboutique.com
Be embraced with a complementary cup of tea while you wait for your appointment and take a tour

of this spa’s well-stocked skin care boutique. Licensed estheticians are available for service and

hand-make all the organic and apothecary beauty products (available for both men and women).

Treat yourself to skin treatments, illuminating treatments or one of the many different types of facials

that are offered. If you’re looking to tighten your skin around your face, the age-corrective “ultra-

treatment” promises to diminish wrinkles and any signs of lines in the skin. Give yourself instant

results that last up to eight hours with gentle cleansers and a firming mask. Or take home a selection

of healing salves, rejuvenating night creams and eye serums and do it yourself! 

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

SPAS
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Urban Enhancement Trust Fund

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

Type of Business

Government

Year Established

1978

Contact

Sherri Brueggemann , Manager

Business Phone

768-3833

Number of Employees

4

How did you get started?  

The Urban Enhancement Trust Fund

(UETF) is a public endowment created by the

Albuquerque City Council in 1983 to fund

urban design and cultural projects on a

recurring two-year cycle. In 2004, the City

Council amended the ordinance to provide that

all funds available from the endowment should

be directed to cultural projects in dance, music,

theatre, literature and history. 2018 is UETF’s

35th Anniversary!

How does your program work? 

Organizations can apply for a grant to help

fund their cultural project. An appointed

selection committee reviews the applications

and recommends grantees. Those

recommendations move on for approval by the

mayor and City Council. Once approved,

organizations receive funding, and the

community gets to enjoy their projects. The

organizations then report back to the UETF

committee on the success of their activities.

What is your mission? 

Our mission is to fund quality projects that

celebrate and enhance Albuquerque’s culture

through the arts.

Who governs the UETF? 

The UETF ordinance provides for an 11-

member citizens’ committee (1 member from

each City Council district and 2 at-large

members) that is responsible for establishing

program guidelines, developing criteria for

project selection, reviewing applications and

selecting grantees, and providing guidance to

selected projects over each 2-year cycle. Over

the years, nearly 70 citizens have served on the

committee.

What type of projects do you fund? 

We are currently funding a number of

diverse projects including the Tablao at Casa

Flamenca, The John Aaron Lewis Legacy

Project, ¡Globalquerque!, 3rd Thursdays at the

Museum, the Revolutions International

Theatre Festival, the ABQ STEAM Fiesta and

more. Projects funded in the past include

educational workshops at community centers,

schools, senior centers and other public venues;

free performances, exhibits and cultural

festivals; audio, video or electronic productions;

oral histories and cultural research; and

historical or literary publications or programs.

What significant changes have you

implemented recently? 

We are bringing on a new board for our

next grant-making cycle. We are always making

efforts to improve the low-barrier grant

application process for arts organizations

through equitable and sustainable granting

processes. Cultural equity will be an enhanced

priority for the next funding cycle.

What successes in the past year are

you most proud of accomplishing? 

We are funding 37 cultural and artistic

projects over the next 2 years, put on by a

number of local nonprofit agencies and groups

that celebrate dance, theatre, education, art

and more.

What do you offer that other grant-

making agencies don’t? 

In an effort to keep the UETF application

process in one of the “lowest barrier” rankings,

we allow local groups to apply under a fiscal

agent without having to be their own 501c3.

The UETF application remains one of the

shortest applications to fill out and submit for

government funding in the arts.

What are your goals? 

Our primary goal is to continue to fund

creative projects that enhance the cultural

landscape of Albuquerque for years to come.

What is your greatest challenge? 

Recruiting individuals that would like to

serve on the UETF Committee. If you would be

interested in helping us identify and support

projects of artistic and cultural significance in

Albuquerque, contact us!

What contributions to the community

(charitable or otherwise) are you most

proud of? 

Since the creation of the Urban

Enhancement Trust Fund in 1983, the corpus of

the trust fund itself has grown from about $6M

to nearly $7.8M, with interest earnings that

have funded projects that benefit the

Albuquerque community in the amount of

$7,791,306. That’s an average of about

$220,000 to fund arts and cultural project per

year.

What’s your favorite saying or

quotation? 

The key to life is having good stories, so

go find some stories and share them through

the arts.

Anything else you would like to add? 

Thanks to the foresight of the City

Council back in 1983, the Urban

Enhancement Trust Fund is celebrating 35 year

of funding arts and cultural projects in

Albuquerque, a truly visionary commitment by

citizens elected to serve in office. a
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(505) 822-9700

thebackporchdayspa.com

This small but cozy spa offers exceptional care by professional and highly experienced therapists. Enjoy the facility with

complimentary items to help you wind down. Guests will receive robes, slippers, neck wraps, hot tea, cookies and a

seat by the fireplace. Choose from local favorites such as hot stone therapy, lavender messages, pedicures and the

signature citrus salt scrub. If all those wondrous things aren’t enough for your fancy, pair everything with specialty

dermatology products. The AGE Smart Skin Kit comes with six different products to help your skin clear up and stay that

way. Treat that special someone and share the experience in a double treatment candlelit room. Relax together with

packages that include therapeutic foot massage, Swedish massage and facials. 

THE SPA AT ISLETA RESORT AND CASINO 

11000 Broadway Blvd. SE

(505) 848-1977

isleta.com/spa/default.aspx

Relax before or after you press your luck at the casino with the full range wellness center. Rejuvenate your hair, skin,

mind, body and soul while in total seclusion with the help of the incredible staff of The Spa. In a warm and peaceful

environment have your spirit uplifted and enhance your inner beauty. Swim in the one-of-a-kind indoor/outdoor pool

and be showered with the controlled water stream falling from the ceiling. Let it massage your back, neck and head.

Bring a floatation device and feel free to float like there’s no tomorrow. Lounge in the comfortable chairs that surround

the pool and hang out. (And yes, room service will bring food and drinks to the pool for an additional charge.)

SKIN BLISS SPA + SALON

2045 S. Plaza St. NW

(505) 243-3395

skinblissnm.com

Feel like getting your hair, nails and a facial done? Now you can, all in one place at this relaxation beauty salon. This

luxe little spa and salon will make you feel at home by giving you a place next to the fire, offering several specialists to

help meet your needs and providing comfortable rooms for you to lounge in. Try a mini makeover by the in-house

makeup artist. Shine bright like the sun without exposing yourself to harmful UV rays. Spray tans are a great way to get

a natural glow. Loosen up with an essential oil massage, and enjoy a warm towel afterwards. Polish your skin to a soft

glow and provide it with hydration. The staff of Skin Bliss is ready to provide customers with “the well-deserved, life-

enhancing benefits of a day at the spa.”

ATHLETIC TOUCH THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

8600 Comanche Rd. NE

(505) 332-9292

athletictouch.com

Athletes put a lot of stress on their bodies and sometimes have no way of bouncing back from the injuries they might

have. At this spa specialists perform sports massages for a wide range of athletes. Those who play everything from

soccer to golf will find the care they need to get back out on the field (or course or pitch or court or whatever). Regain

and maintain your overall health and fitness through massage, personal training, breathing exercises and stretching.

Relaxing, therapeutic and deep massages are available for any athlete who feels their muscles need a little more help

healing faster. There are also options for those injured in a car accident; non-athletes are more than welcome to come

in and experience founder Ruth Zimmerman’s “power of healing touch.” Focusing on a pain-free movement is the goal

for everyone who comes to this therapeutic facility. a

Bed and
Breakfasts

BY RINI GRAMMER

I
n the Land of Manaña, we tend to move a little slower and enjoy the little things. Wherever

you end up you’ll find friendly faces, beautiful spaces and homey places. We’ve compiled some

notable locally-owned bed and breakfast inns for y’all to peruse and visit—be sure to check

out the websites for booking prices and more details on attractions and landmarks near your

favorite B&B.

CASA DE SUENOS OLD TOWN HISTORIC INN

310 Rio Grande Blvd. SW

(505) 767-1000

casasdesuenos.com

Between Old Town and Downtown lies the historic inn with over 20 rooms and casitas providing a luxurious

accommodation for those with Southwestern tastes. Nearly all rooms come with a full bath, kitchenette and kiva

fireplace. Although it’s walking distance from Central Grille, you may find yourself caught up having coffee and made-to-
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Type of Business

Catering Service

Year Established

1999

Contact

Norah Kissell, Catering Manager

Business Phone

(505) 848-7182

Business Email
norahkissell@kmssa.com

Website
tasteabqbiopark.com

Who We Are

We are a full-fledged catering service. We

manage all of the restaurants on property at the

ABQ BioPark, from the Cottonwood Cafe at

the zoo to the Shark Reef Cafe at the aquarium,

we have something for everyone, young and old.

What We Do

Our custom menus are just the beginning

of the wide variety of menu options we offer or

can put together for your special event. We

even do off-site catering.

Be a party animal at the zoo or make a

splash at the aquarium and host your next event

at our unique facilities! We offer catering for:

1) Corporate Events/ Convention Outings 

2) Weddings / Receptions 

3) Groups of all sizes

4) Birthday Parties 

5) Customized Menus 

6) Day/ Evening Events 

7) Picnic/ BBQ

Other Services 

We offer complete event planning, from

table and chair rentals with colors to match your

mood, to hiring the entertainment to make your

event a success. We provide a unique setting

with outstanding service!  a
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order breakfasts in the beautiful and spacious courtyard garden. Close to the Albuquerque Reception Hall, this is the

perfect place to stay for weddings—although you can just have the ceremony and reception on the luscious property.

BELLA ROMA BED AND BREAKFAST

1211 Roma Ave. NW

(505) 400-4543

bellaroma.com

Hidden away in the original townsite of our fair Burque is Bella Roma, a three-story mansion that looks like it was taken

right out of Italy. The ostentatious setting transports one to another world while offering the amenities of modern living

like free WiFi, high definition TV and DVR and all basic necessities—not to mention being within walking distance to

Downtown bars for nightlife and close to the galleries in Old Town for daytime activities. Innkeepers Laura and Richard

are not only helpful but they genuinely love what they do and it shows through the beautiful and lovely work they do

through the provisional, eclectic home that they offer visitors.

RED HORSE VINEYARD B&B

2155 Londene Ln. SW

(505) 967-7610

redhorsebb.com

Find shelter under the Swedish Dala in the gorgeous neighborhood of Shadyside, just west of the Rio Grande and south

of La Bonanza, at the estate of Red Horse Vineyard. Tour the vineyard, take a look at their green chile plot and gorgeous

sunflowers after you’ve settled into a luminous and cozy suite. RHV offers a gourmet breakfast for guests, happily

working with any possible dietary restriction folks may have—although we highly recommend the heavenly almond

cream cheese filled crêpe with peach schnapps compote.

DOWNTOWN HISTORIC BED & BREAKFAST

207 High St. NE

(505) 842-0223

albuquerquebedandbreakfasts.com

In the subdued, quiet and charming neighborhood of EDo, visitors have the opportunity to stay in the grandiose

Victorian home of Downtown Historic. With 13 rooms to choose from, guests can count on staying busy (and cozy) in

this memorable mansion. Not only is it guaranteed that guests will have a comfortable stay, but it’s certainly

guaranteed that they will enjoy their stay with the options of participating in a murder mystery dinner, cooking classes

and afternoon teas. For breakfasts guests have the option of enjoying authentic New Mexican dishes like breakfast

burritos, green chili pie, blue cornmeal pancakes as well as favorites like apple pecan baked pancake and stuffed

tomatoes. 

THE CHOCOLATE TURTLE BED AND BREAKFAST

1098 West Meadow Lark Ln., Corrales, N.M.

(505) 898-1800

chocolateturtlebb.com

Tucked away in the hills of our northern neighbor Corrales, travelers can stay the night at Chocolate Turtle, a humble yet

cozy inn that lies between Albuquerque and Rio Rancho—the perfect location for Balloon Fiesta. The views at this wild

west home are some of the best around—perfect for weddings—and on top of that there’s a (constant) chance to watch

wildlife. The lodge provides locally-inspired breakfasts for guests, as well as their delectable staple chocolate turtles.

THE ARCHES BED & BREAKFAST

1190 Sichler Rd., Los Lunas, N.M.

(505) 850-0572

thearchesinn.com

If quintessential cozy is your aesthetic, head down to Los Lunas’ The Arches Bed and Breakfast. From the outside, the

historic four bedroom inn takes guests back to a colonized land with long halls on manicured grounds, but once inside,

patrons can sit and sink into overstuffed chairs next to (multiple) fireplaces. The fully renovated hacienda is the perfect

destination for everything from just enjoying a few nights away from home to weddings. 

CINNAMON MORNING BED & BREAKFAST

2700 Rio Grande Blvd. NW

(505) 345-3541

cinnamonmorning.com

If you have a zest for life, check out Cinnamon Morning in the North Valley off of Rio Grande Blvd. Proprietor Sue

provides comfortable and colorful lodging with a side of love. Cinnamon Morning is known for their amazing meals.

Folks have the option of staying in one of the three bedrooms in the house, the king suite in the guest house, the entire

guest house or two casitas.

LAZY K RANCH BED AND BREAKFAST

27 Autumnwood Ct., Edgewood, N.M.

(505) 281-2072

lazykranchbb.com

For those who are looking to get out of the city completely, drive east to Lazy K Ranch off of Highway 217 for an

absolutely lovely getaway. At the ranch, visitors can enjoy the open skies and clean mountain air, go on a walk through

the 10 acre estate, enjoy the private jacuzzi, go on a horseback ride and more. Innkeeper Lisa is wonderfully friendly

and helpful, and not-to-mention a fabulous chef. Guests have the option of staying in one of three rooms in the main

house or a completely private cabin on the property—we recommend staying in the main house for access to the

friendliest puppies you’ll ever meet. a
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The Remedy Day Spa
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Type of Business

Day Spa

Year Established

2016

Owners

Mandy and Casey Warr

Age

37

Hometown

Albuquerque, N.M.

Business Address

113 Vassar Dr. SE

Business Phone

505-265-9219

Business Email

info@theremedydayspa.com

Website

theremedydayspa.com

The Remedy is Albuquerque's
premier urban retreat day spa. Located
in the heart of the city near Nob
Hill, The Remedy offers
a spa experience that goes beyond the
highest quality treatments and
products. 

We are the place to relax, regroup,
rejuvenate, and the ultimate escape
from your busy life the second you
walk in our doors. 

There are countless ways to
unwind and re-energize at The Remedy
including massage, skin care, and yoga,
all delivered by a highly skilled and
credentialed staff. 

Developed by a luxury-spa veteran,
the full-service facility includes hot
tub, cedar sauna, and relaxation
lounge, where guests can indulge in a
full day of pampering, lounging, and
even eating from a menu developed in
partnership with local restaurants.

Albuquerque natives, owners
Mandy and Casey Warr were excited to
come back to a growing city and build
bridges within the community to
support local businesses and
entrepreneurs. 

The Remedy is built on a
philosophy that success is shared and
cultivated through strong relationships
and cooperative effort.  "The
incredible staff at The Remedy is a
vital part of what makes it special.
Everyone here is so talented and
passionate about what they do."
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DOWNTOWN

ANODYNE

409 Central Ave. NW, 244-1820
[Bar] A diverse array of drinkers stops by for a cold one
every night at the Anodyne. No matter what social clique

you belong to or what your beverage of choice is, the

staff at the Anodyne make sure you get it fast. It only

takes a few visits before the bartenders know what you

want before you even ask for it.

BACK ALLEY DRAFT HOUSE

215 Central Ave. NW, 766-8590
[Brewery] Located behind JC’s New York Pizza
Department, this tap room has 28 revolving taps from

New Mexico breweries, national breweries and beer

brewed on site. The staff is always friendly and the

relaxed atmosphere is sure to cure any post-work stress.

BOESE BROTHERS BREWING

601 Gold SW, 382-7060 • $
[Brewery] Boese Brothers Brewing doesn’t use any
tricks or gimmicks to get people to go to their location

because they don’t have to—people know they

consistently serve good craft beer at a reasonable price.

If you’re in the Downtown area and don’t want to walk

into a crowded night club or bar to get a drink, Boese

Brothers is the best place to go. With this variety of

quality brews, there is a beer for anyone. We recommend

going on a Sunday night when there’s a comedy open

mic. 

BURT’S TIKI LOUNGE

515 Central Ave. NW, 247-2878
[Bar] Technically speaking, a dive bar indicates an
establishment of ill repute. Furthermore, while we’re

being technical, Burt’s Tiki Lounge is a tiki bar. In any

case, the new location for the old Albuquerque favorite is

shiny, new and better than ever. The two-level bar not

only is getting the best musical acts in the country, they

remain showcasing the best local talent. Get whatever

your mood requires: Chi Chi, Mai Tai or PBR, there’s no

judgement here.

DIALOGUE BREWING 

1501 First Street NW, 585-1501 • $$
[Asian, Asian Fusion, Bar, Brewery] This indoor-
outdoor brewery is as cozy as it is fun. The bartenders

are friendly and informative, and you’ll often find the

owners working the taps with a smile. The identifying

feature of the outdoor patio are metal towers stretching

high above the building. Gaze up at them as you savor

an American dark sour or Scarlet beh gose.

DOWNTOWN DISTILLERY

406 Central Ave. SW, 765-1534
[Deli/Sandwiches] Climb what feels like 500 stairs
and enter into a small, neon lit pool hall. In the era of

internet jukeboxes, any song you want can blast through

the speakers while you pool shark your way through the

night. Order from the food trucks downstairs, and mix

the best of both worlds: street food and jukebox pool.

DUEL BREWING 

606 Central Ave. SW, 508-3330 • $$
[Deli/Sandwiches, Bar, Brewery] Cruise down
Central to this Belgian-style brewery in the heart of

Downtown. There’s plenty of room for everyone in the

enormous space and plenty of beers to choose from. Try

the Manikin small Scottish ale, Whistler blonde or

Fiction IPA. Get yours by the glass, bottle, growler or keg.

EFFEX NIGHT CLUB

420 Central Ave. SW, 842-8870 • $$
[Bar] If you’re in the mood to stay up with the twinkling
stars and experience how wild Downtown can get, put

on your tallest stilettos and totter over to Effex. This

popular gay nightclub features go-go dancers, badass

DJs, a rooftop bar and tons of people with whom you

can get your groove on. Drab a drink from one of

multiple bar areas and shake that thang. 

LAUNCHPAD

618 Central Ave. SW, 764-8887
[Bar] In Albuquerque there are a handful of rocking
places to rock, but when it comes to really rocking out

to some sweet rocking rock, be it shredding, noodling,

head banging or self-conscious toe-tapping, the

Launchpad is where the magic happens. Grab a cocktail

or a beer from the bar, head upstairs and enjoy the

show.

LOTUS NIGHTCLUB

211 Gold SW, 243-0955 • $
[Bar] If twerking contests, 18-year-olds and urban
dance music is your bag, well, enjoy. Drink some vodka

(if you’re over 21), get sweaty on the dance floor with a

stranger, and gaze up at the go-go dancers in boots with

the fur (with the fur) as they get everybody amped up

and ready to drop it like it’s hawt.

MARBLE BREWERY

111 Marble NW, 243-2739 • $$
[Brewery] After admiring the expanded interior and hip
industrial-style lighting, have an award-winning beer or

three and wobble on over to whatever food truck is there

(which you can find on their website). While the trucks

stay until about 10pm, Marble is open ‘til midnight

every night except Sunday. Listen to some live bands on

the community patio every Saturday night, or grab a

growler, six-pack or keg to go if you want to avoid the

loyal following this Albuquerque favorite has gathered.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY

1912 Second Street NW, 900-3909
[Brewery] Rio Bravo Brewing Company’s motto is, “Live
bold!” So go courageously into that good brewery, and

open yourself up to the possibilities of the Duke City

pils, La Luz lager or a Level 3 IPA. Pair your brew with

something fresh from one of the rotating food trucks

that visit, and dance the night away to the slick tunes

brought by live musicians.

SIDETRACK BREWERY

413 Second Street SW, 832-7183 • $$
[Brewery, New Mexican, Wine Bar] If you’re in need
of a good conversation and a personalized sampling

flight, Sidetrack is the best brewery to go to. The servers

are personable and chatty, but if you’re feeling

introspective or want a private conversation, take your

drink and meal (the food is provided by local

restaurants that they have on rotation) and head out to

the gorgeous patio. The beer selection is always

changing, so there’s always something new to try at this

modern taproom.

SISTER

407 Central Ave. NW, 242-4900 • $$
[Bar, Bar and Grill/Pub, Mexican, New Mexican]
The cavernous, ground-floor counterpart to Anodyne,

Sister is a space tailor-made for happenings. This is a

perfect spot for enjoying a quiet dip into the vast draft

beer selection with your comrades after work or

boogying to the multitude of live bands that occupy its

stage nearly every night. Make sure to try one of their

fun and refreshing cocktails like the Ho Chi Minh coffee.

FAIRGROUNDS

QUARTER CELTIC

1100 San Mateo NE, 503-1387 • $$
[Brewery, Bar and Grill/Pub, British Isles]
Everyone’s a little Irish at this friendly place! The whole

joint smells wonderfully like hot cereal, and the brewery

tanks are visible from the eating area. Try any of the

friend taps with other local brews or taste one of Quarter

Celtic’s standards like the Crimson Lass or Quarter

porter. We especially recommend their perfect fish and

chips paired with a pint o’ the Rye’t Side of Dublin.

Sláinte!

I-25 CORRIDOR

BROKEN TRAILS SPIRITS + BREW

2921 Stanford NE, 221-6281 • $
[Bar] Plan on staying for a few hours here because after
sampling these locally made spirits you won’t want to

leave. Bloody Mary Brunch on Sundays (11am-2pm) is

our favorite time to stop by.

LA CUMBRE BREWING CO.

3313 Girard NE, 872-0225 • $
[Brewery] Jeff Erway presents a variety of beer styles
brewed right on the premises, one of which will almost

certainly fulfill your specific craving. In addition to the

cold taps, one or two of the beers are often available

woody and cellar-temperature from the cask. As you sip,

play a game of pool upstairs, scratch under your well-

behaved pet’s collar and chat with the always-friendly

fellow beer-lovers.

NEXUS BREWERY

4730 Pan American Fwy NE, Ste. D, 242-4100 •
$$
[Brewery, Bar and Grill/Pub, American, Barbecue/Soul
Food] Chow down on “New Mexican soul food” and wash it
all down with American Beer Festival and World Beer Cup-

winning brews. The Imperial cream ale is crisp and smooth,

the milk stout is rich and creamy. Not a beer person? Go for

Black Mesa wines or Santa Fe Cider Works hard ciders.

MIDTOWN

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY

4814 Hardware NE, 881-0234 • $
[Brewery] This locally-owned and family-operated brewery
serves award-winning beer brewed by the co-owner and

brewmaster, Mike Campbell. Fridays you can enjoy food

trucks that come at 5pm and live music is played on

Saturdays. Drafty Kilt gives back to the community by serving

Happy Hour prices all day every day to teachers, police

officers, first responders, active military and veterans. We like

the Groundskeeper Willie cream ale. 

LEFT TURN DISTILLING 

2924 Girard NE, 508-0508 • $$
[Bar] Pray your spirit guide takes you here because Left Turn
Distillery offers a heavenly selection. Albuquerque’s first

distillery offers several different spirits including gin, whiskey,

rum and vodka, all created with handmade equipment. Take

advantage of their Monday through Friday happy hour—but

we recommend going for their Sunday Bloody Sunday Bloody

Mary bar. 

PALMER BREWERY AND CIDER

HOUSE

2926 Girard NE, 508-0508 • $
[Bar, Brewery] Aside from the obvious priority of providing
a fine selection of local beers, the customer service is top-

knotch. We prefer the malty, bready pale ale, the Horned

Honey Pale. Make sure to keep up to date on their seasonal

beers like the summer 2017 Sour Cherry Wit or Flanders red

ale.

SANTA FE BREWING CO.

3600 Cutler Ave. NE, Ste. 1, 881-0887
[Brewery] Santa Fe Brewing Co. has made its home at
Green Jeans Farmery. You can stay and have a beer or two, or

take a growler or six-pack to go. That yellow can with the zia

symbol is iconic and eye-catching anywhere. With a choice of

over 25 beers on tap and the option to bring food in from

other establishments, it’s hard to leave this beautiful

building. 

NOB HILL

377 BREWERY

2027 Yale SE, 916-0331 • $
[Brewery] The 377 makes a point to honor the men and
women who have served in America’s armed forces and

public safety, which is likely why they’ve set up near Kirtland

Airforce Base. They offer a variety of house brews and aim to

create new beers every season. We prefer their Mexican

lager. 

SPIRIT
GUIDE
BY ROBIN BABB

W
e’re discerning drinkers here at the
Alibi, and we know that you are too,
dear reader. Thankfully, there are plenty

of fine bars and drinkeries in Albuquerque for
you to find your Argentinean malbec or your
artisenal bitters made from lavender
harvested under the full moon. These are
some of our favorite spots in the city for
happy hours and “I’ll regret this tomorrow”
nights—we suspect you’ll like them, too.
Cheers. a

*
*

* *

*
* *

*
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MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION

3201 Central NE, 255-2424 • $$
[American, Bar and Grill/Pub] If often too-loud live
music and a party-hard crowd is what you’re searching

for, look no further. All the dude-bros from UNM will be

happy to hang out with you and get rowdy. Pair your Long

Island iced teas with daily specials like Monday $1

tacos.

TRACTOR BREWING CO.

118 Tulane SE, 433-5654 • $
[Brewery] Tractor draws the crowd by serving beer
that’s come a long way since head brewer Dave Hargis

took over. Today’s Tractor offers up nine taps, with five

constants (IPA, red, honey wheat, pale ale and stout)

and four rotating taps. The doppelbock is excellent, and

Tractor seems to excel at the bock styles. (It took first

place at the 2011 Santa Fe BockFest.) There is no

kitchen, but Albuquerque’s best food trucks are almost

always parked right outside. 

TWO FOOLS TAVERN

3211 Central NE, 265-7447 • $$
[Bar and Grill/Pub, British Isles] This British Isles-
style pub is the brainchild of successful restaurateur Tom

White (Scalo and Il Vicino). Highlights include buckets of

beer, scads of Scotches, and Saturday and Sunday

brunch with, of course, live Celtic music. They also serve

a perfectly rationed hot toddy. Order one in the colder

months and sip on it by the fireplace—you won’t be

disappointed. Or go for a perfectly poured Guinness

during the hotter months. They’ll even decorate the head

with a nifty little shamrock!

NORTH VALLEY

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB

1119 Candelaria NW, 341-9564
[Bar]What goes better with a cold Budweiser and fresh
chicharrones from Bandido Mexican Food than some

rousing music? This joint has a variety of genres to pull

in anyone. Karaoke? Down some liquid courage, and

grab the mike on Wednesdays. Want that Latin polka

feel? Dance to the musico banda on Fridays.

LUCKY 66 BOWL, DEWAR’S PUB

6132 Fourth Street NW, 345-2506
[Bar and Grill/Pub] After you spank all your bowling
buddies with a turkey for the win, head into Dewar’s Pub

to celebrate your excellent ball-handling skills. Share a

pitcher with your pals, munch on some homemade pub

grub, and go hog wild with the karaoke on Friday and

Saturday nights.

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY

1001 Candelaria NE, 633-6675 • $
[Brewery] Stop by at lunchtime for a creative craft beer
like their Blackberry hefeweizen and to play some Super

Mario Bros like the professional you are. Or hang out

and dine on something tasty from a local food truck and

listen to some live jams. Or if you just got off the night

shift, head over at 7am on a Saturday for breakfast and

beer.

STARR BROTHERS BREWING 

5700 San Antonio NE, Ste. B1, 492-2752 • $$
[American, Deli/Sandwiches] This local brewery is a
great spot for lunch, meet-ups or just taking a breather

after work. Pair a juicy patty melt and truffle fries with a

nice, dark Problem Child porter or a refreshingly hoppy

Starrstruck IPA. Also show up for fun events like Brew

Bees, soccer tournament watch parties and paint nights.

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD

8305 Second Street NW, 433-3537 • $$
[Brewery, American, Bar and Grill/Pub] Steel Bender
serves up craft beer brewed by none other than Robert
Haggerty. Pair their tasty pub food with local wines from
the likes of Gruet and Milagro Corrales, or grab a cold pint
of fun seasonals like The Goose is Loose or house solids
like Blue Bullet stout, The Village Wit ale or Skull Bucket
IPA. 

NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

BILLY’S PUB

1020 Juan Tabo NE, Ste. C, 296-3700
[Bar] Right next to a Pizza Hut, this is a busy little
neighborhood joint filled with locals. The drinks are good,
the people are friendly, and it’s even been said that Billy’s
Pub is Albuquerque’s own “Cheers.” So sit down, order a
whiskey and get ready to shoot the shit with the regulars.

BOSQUE BREWING

8900 San Mateo NE, 433-3889 • $$
[American, Bar and Grill/Pub, Brewery,
Deli/Sandwiches, Diner, Take Out/To-Go] Sure,
Bosque has tons of food and burgers, but what about the
brews? They have six year-round staples including the
delicious Scotia Scotch ale, described as a “juggernaut.”
Seasonal options are comprised of intriguing novelties like
Mammoths on Parade, Summer in Hallertau and
Beernana Split.

CANTEEN TAPROOM

417 Tramway NE, 200-2344 • $$
[American, Bar, Barbecue/Soul Food, Brewery,
Deli/Sandwiches, Dessert, Pizza] This excellent local
brewery has live music and a large patio to relax at (which
makes it an excellent summertime destination). Try the
Flashback IPA, Pecos Trail brown ale or the Dougie Style
amber. Balance the liquids with brats, flatbreads,
sandwiches or salads. Canteen has seasonal items always
making appearances on the menu so there is always
something new to try. 

DRAGON HORN TAVERN

2906 Juan Tabo NE, Ste. A, 275-3401
[Bar] Enter this cavern ... erm, we mean tavern ... and get
ready to relax the old fashioned way: drink alcohol and
throw around sharp, pointy objects. With refreshing brews,
pool, darts and bangin’ live music from local groups like
the Memphis P Tails, this the coolest dive with an
underground feel.

LIZARD TAIL BREWING 

9800 Montgomery NE, 717-1301
[Bar, Brewery] Aside from the obvious priority of
providing a fine selection of local beers, the customer
service is top-notch. We prefer the malty, bready pale ale,
the Horned Honey Pale. Make sure to keep up to date on
their seasonal beers like the summer 2017 Sour Cherry
Wit or Flanders red ale.

OLD TOWN

BOW & ARROW BREWING CO.

608 McKnight NW, 247-9800 • $
[Brewery] This trendy, modern brew house is the epitome

CLUB RIO

10355 Central Ave. NW, 836-2903
[Bar]Wanna get all dressed up and baile to the tunes of

Caballos, Marineros del Norte, Monarcas del Valle and

other bands of dudes in matching black cowboy hats? Well

ClubRio has just what you’re looking for. Drink your drink,

and dance your dance. ¡Sube!

FLIX BREWHOUSE 

3236 La Orilla NW, 445-8500 • $$
[American, Bar, Bar and Grill/Pub, Brewery,

Deli/Sandwiches, Diner, Pizza] Movie and a beer? Yes

please! The brewery is on the north side of the building,

where you can see the giant silver brewing tubs lit up like

Christmas trees through floor-to-ceiling windows. Choose

from staples like the Umbra Chocostout, Flix Golden ale or

Luna Rosa wit.

LOS LUNAS

CAMINO REAL WINERY AND

TAPROOM

133 Vallejos, 307-0469 • $
[Bar] Catch your favorite local musicians performing most

evenings while sampling every wine this local, award-

winning winery has to offer from red to white and every

color in between. We especially recommend trying the

Sunrise mimosas with a strawberry on the rim or a

refreshing glass of fruity sangria.

RIO RANCHO

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB

4500 Arrowhead Ridge SE, 896-8579 • $$
[Pizza, Bar and Grill/Pub] Anyone who is nervous about

trying new beers doesn’t have to worry at Blue

Grasshopper, they offer all of the local beers you already

love. Those who enjoy good music with a cold beer will

enjoy this pub because there is never a shortage of live

bands.

TURTLE MOUNTAIN BREWING

COMPANY

905 36th Place SE, Ste. C, 994-9497 • $$
[Brewery, Pizza, Bar and Grill/Pub] They take beer

seriously here, and Turtle Mountain is one of the few places

west of the river where you’ll find house-brewed beer. Pair

your thin-crusted pizza or calzone with the likes of the

Wooden Teeth American lager or Parasol white pale ale.

Also keep track of the brewer’s specials like the summery

Yum Yum Colada or Lil’ Shelly IPA.

TAOS

TAOS MESA BREWING

20 ABC Mesa, (575) 758-1900 • $$
[Brewery] The building looks a bit like one of Dr.

Frankenstein’s creations, but it’s got a lot of character. Taos

Brewing’s commitment to sharing with the community is

apparent in the high number of musical acts that play the

outdoor and indoor stages on any given night. The beer

helps in community relations, too, and the IPA is a safe bet

for a bold drink. If hops aren’t your thing, Taos Brewing has

a number of styles on tap including Kölsch, and red and

brown ales.

of hip. Craft beer options range from the rich and earthy
Flint & Grit ale to the chocolaty Rustic Oak porter. Each
beer has a unique flavor with striking yet subtle
undertones, and the friendly bartenders are happy to give
samples of each irresistible flavor. Try their popcorn
nibbles.

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY 

1761 Bellamah NW, 639-5941 • $$
[American, Bar and Grill/Pub, Barbecue/Soul Food,
Brewery, Wine Bar] Hidden in the Sawmill District,
Ponderosa is a family-friendly brewery with spot-on beers
and a kids’ play area. The suds lean toward the hoppy end
of the spectrum. Our favorites include the Ghost Train IPA,
Rip Saw red and 200th Brew Baltic porter.

SOUTHEAST

SIDEWINDERS

8900 Central Ave. SE, 554-2078
[Bar] One of Burque’s most happenin’ gay bars,
Sidewinders is the place to go if you’d like to grab a drink,
socialize and be entertained. Just what kind of fun are we
talking here? Leather Daddys! Drag performances!
Karaoke! Underwear parties! Oh my!

UPTOWN

ALIEN BREWPUB

6601 Uptown NE, 884-1116 • $$
[Bar and Grill/Pub, Brewery] Previously known as ABQ
Brew Pub, this establishment puts a laser focus on quality
brews and makes sure every customer has a truly out-of-
this-world experience. The space has high ceilings
reminiscent of an upscale ski lodge bar with less colorful
sweaters. Ten taps host Sierra Blanca and Rio Grande
offerings, available in 10-, 16- or 22-ounce glasses.

SANDIA SPRINGS LOUNGE

2020 Menaul NE, 884-2511
[Bar] Nestled inside the MCM Elegante Hotel is the
Sandia Springs Lounge. Whether you’re staying at the hotel
or just in the neighborhood, pop in for happy hour drink
specials, sports on big screen TVs and a burger from the
limited menu. You might even get to strike up a
conversation with an out-of-towner and get their
perspective on this ol’ Dirt City.

UPTOWN FUNK DUELING PIANOS

6501 Americas Pkwy NE, 508-3093 • $$
[Bar] Uptown Funk is the only dueling piano bar in
Albuquerque. They have multiple pianists playing, and the
audience requests the playlist. Music of all genres can be
requested, their pianists know it all! Enjoy a wide variety of
specialty cocktails along with beer on draft. and bring your
own food from anywhere. Happy Hour is from 6-8pm
Wednesdays and Thursdays and from 5-7pm on Fridays. 

WESTSIDE

BOXING BEAR BREWING CO.

10200 Corrales NW, 897-2327
[Brewery] This space rocks. If you’re with your drinking
buddies, play a game of Jenga. Flying solo? Bring a book
and nestle into a quiet corner in the expansive outdoor
area. For “beer with a punch” Boxing Bear offers an array
of suds from IPAs to amber ales to stouts. Not a beer
dude? Try the AppleBear hard cider or wine. Soak up the
drinks with sandwiches like a cubano or the vegetarian
Green.

* *
*

**
**

* **
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